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ABSTRACT

.

The teclonic response of the Taos Plateau volcanic field in the southern San 1,uis basin

to the late stage extensional environment of the Rio Grande rift was investigated using

paleomagnetic techniques. Sixty-two sites (533 samples) of Plioccnc volcanic units were

collected covering four major rock types with ages of 4.7 to 1.8 Ma. Twenty-two of these

sites wem from st.mtigraphic sections of the lower, middle and upper fkrvilleta Dasalt

collected in the Rio Chzmde gorge at two locations 19 km apart. J/lows from the lower and

middle members in the southern gorge record reversed polarities while those in Gampata

Canyon am normal with an excursion event in the middle of the sequence. The uppermost

flows of the upper member at both sites display normal directions. Although these sections

corn4ate chemically, they seem to represent different magnetic time periods during the

Gilbert Reverse&Polarity Chron. Alternating field demagnetization, aided by principal

component analysis, yields 55 sites with stable directions representing both normal and

reversed polarities, and five sites indicating transitional fields. Mean direction of the

normal and inverted mersed sites is 1=49.3° and 1X356.7* (ags=3.6°). Angular dispersion

of the virtual geomagnetic polesis=16.3°, which is consistent with paleosecular variation

model G, fit to data from the past 5 my. Ckmpanson with the expected direction indicates

no azimuthal rotation of the Taos Plateau volcanic field; inclination flattening for the

southern part of the plateau is 8.3° * 5.3°. Fhwious paleomagnetic data indicate 10-15°

counter-clockwise rotation of the Fspanola block to the south over the past 5 my. The data

suggest the Taos Plateau volcanic field, showing no rotation and some flattening in the

south and east, has acted as a stable buttress and has been downwarpcd by overriding of

the southeastern end of the plateau by the Ficuris Mountains, which makeup the northern

corner of the counterclockwise rotat ing Espano]a block,
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INJ’ROI)IJ(U’1ON

Previous structural and paleomagnetic work has identified a large diamond-shaped block

in the north-central Rio Grandc rift that has undergone significant counterclockwise rotation

(Muehlberger, 1979; Dungan ct al., 1984; Brown and Golombek, 1985; 1986; Aldrich,

1986). The block extends from the San i.uis basin in the north to the Albuquerque basin in

the south and includes the eastern part of the intervening Mpanola basin (Figure 1), It is

bounded by the following remntly active major fault zones: the Fhnbudo fault to the north

(Muehlbcrger,  1979; Dungan et al., 1984; Aldrich and IMhier, 1990), the Pajarito fault

zone to the west (Golombek, 1983), the Ilcuris-pecos fault to the cast (Montgomery,

1953; Miller et al., 1963) and the Tijems-Canoncito fault zme to the south (Lisenbce et al.,

1979). Uxtensive structuml and paleomagnetic work on the timing and structural

con.sequences of counterclockwise block rotation (discussed more fully in Brown and

Golombck, 1986) support motion beginning at about 5 Ma that resulted in uplift of the

acute mrners (Picuris and Sandia uplifts) and subsidence of the obtuse comers (Velardc

grabcn and Santa Fe embayment). Ckmntercloekwise rotation of crustal blocks could be

driven by left slip along the ri~ which has been suggested previously (KeNey, 1979; 1982;

Muchlberger, 1979; Dungan et al,, 1984).

T%e Taos Plateau volcanic field ~J’JWI;) lies within the southern portion of the San Luis

basin in the northern Rio &andc rift (Figure 1), north of the proposed rotated block. The

San Luis basin is the northernmost of three north-trending, right-echelon, asymmetric,

fauW%ounded  basins that makeup the central Rio Grande rift. The basin is bounded on the

cast and the west by the Precambrian-cored Sangre de Cristo and Tusas mountains,

respcctivel  y. It is separated from the Hspano]a basin on the south by a Precambrian

basement high (Manley, 1979) and the 1 hnbudo fault along which the Picuris Mountains

have been uplifted in the past 5 my. (Muehlbcrgcr,  1979; IMngan et al., 1984). Within
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the southern San Luis basin is the Taos grabcn, along which most of the mt activity has

been concentrated (Lipman and Mchnert, 1979). It is bounded on the east by the range-

bounding fault at the fkmt of the Sangre de Cristo Mountains (estimated to have had 7-8

km of displaccmcnt)  and on the west by an cast-dipping normal fault infkrred to be beneath

the Rio Grande. A horst abuts the Taos grabcn on the west exposing early Miocene

intrusivcs, intermediate composition volcanic and pyroclmtic rocks attributed to pre-rifl

(prior to 26 M% Hagstrum and Lipman, 1986) and early rift phases of volcanism (Lipman

and Mehnert, 1979; Dungan et al., 1984; Thompson et al., 1986).

The TPVF (Pigure 2) includes the ServiIle4a  Basalt (olivine tholeiitc), and lesser

amounts of basaltic andcsite, andesite, &cite and rhyolite that were erupted from about 5 to

1.5 Ma (Lipman and Mehncrt, 1979; Jlungan et al,, 1984). A unified magmatic system is

suggested by the spatial relationship to basaltic shields on the west margin of the WWF

surrounded, in turn, by andcde and dacitc (I .ipman and Mehnert, 1979; Figure 2). The

lower, middle and upper Servilleta Basalts (IAXls, MS13S and USBS) have &en recognimd

on the basis of field relationships and chemical characteristics and wczc @ositcd in short

pulses separated by long hiatuses (Dungan et al., 1984; 1986).

In this paper we report on paleomagnetic data fmrn the TPVF in order to answer the

following questions. Has the “1’PVIJ undergone rotation, and if no~ has it been a stable

buttress? Has the ‘1’PVF undergone warping from the compression and uplift of the

Picuris Mountains? In addhion, the stratigraphic and geochemical work of Lipman and

Mchnert (1979) and Dungan et aI. (1984; 1986) in the TPVF maketit possible to

investigate correlations between mck typq age and magnetic polarity directions and to

integrate these with magnetic reversals and K-Ar ages.



PAI.HOMAGNF:l’IC  TECH NIQIJ1L!3  AND RIXXJI.TS

Sixty-two sites were cmllected  to sample the full spatial, temporal, and compositional

diversity of the ‘J’PVF (Figure 2), with each site representing one unique lava flow. Forty

sites on the surface of the plateau were sampled, where possible at sites with published K-

Ar age dates (1.ipman and Mehnert, 1979; Baldridgc et al., 1980; Ozima et al., 1967).

Twelve flows in the southern Rio Grande gorge (sites 4051) and ten flows in Garapata

Canyon (sites 52-59) were collected in stratigmphic sequeneq these eortqond to sections

4 and 10 of the Servilleta Basalt sequences of Dungan et al.(1984). Five to 14 samples

(average 8) wem taken at each flow using a gas-powered rock &lll (Doell and Cbx, 1967).

Samples orientations wem determined with both magnetic and sun compasses. Although

azimuthal directions were very similar fmm both methods, the sun compass derived

azimuths were used in all cases.

Cores 2.4 cm in diameter were cut to lengths of 2,4 cm for laboratory analysis. Natural

remanent magnetizations (NRM) were measured for cmespecimen from each core using a

Molspin Mini sPin magnetomctq  stepwise alternating field demagnetization was done using

a single-axis Schonstedt demagnetizer. ~lermal studies, using a non-inductivel y wound

furnace, were done on selected spximens cut from the same cores that had been stepwise

dcmagnetkd using alternating fields.

The Servilleta Basalt (SB) samples from flows exposed in the Rio Gmnde gorge have

NRM intensities of approximately 1 A/m and NRM directions that am well grouped fbr

each site. The wmples exhibit stable behavior and dirwtions change only slightly, with

impnmwd clustering, after alternating field demagnetization, Median destructive fields are

from 40 m“l’ to 80 mT. Typical vector end-point diagrams for cores from both a reversed

flow (42J’P-326) and a normal flow (50TP-388) show removal of a small overprint and

them linear decay to the origin (J~igure 3a,b). .Samples from two ftows in the southern
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. gorge (49 and 51) show initial large within-site scatter, indicative of lightning strikes.

After extensive demagnetization and the use of principal component analysis (Kirschvin~

1980) samples from both sites provided reliable data.

The samples from flows exposed on the surface of the TPVF (including Servillcta

Basalt, andcsite and dacite) show NRM directions that are scattered within each site, Initial

intensities vary greatly, both within a single flow and between flows, with site mean NRM

intensities ranging fmm a few A/n] to greater than 100 A/m. Individual samples show large

intensity loss and direction change at low levels of demagnetization (Figure 4a). In ~me

cases stable di~tions are reached after demagnetization of 30 or 40 ml’ (Figure 4b), while

in othw cases stable directions have not been identified after demagnetization to 80 ml”.

I>ata for cores from the same site displayed a tendency to converge from widely scattered

NRM dhections toward a common direction; demagnetization circles were often needed on

single samples and on groups of samples fmm the same ftow to identify chamcteristic

directions, Such behavior was seen in both normal and reversed polarity sites, and in

samples from al] the mp-esented rock types. This is similar to the behavior of rocks struck

by lightning (a distinct possibility on a high plateau in the desert Southwest), but not all

samples exhibited the high intensities usuatl y linked to lightning strikes.

Samples from four SB flows (sites 54-55J3) in Garapata Canyon (part of a magnetic

excursion sequence discussed later) demonstrate different magnetic behavior from the ot.b-

SB samples. Intensities are an order of magnitude less than other gorge flow$ and NRM

directions show greater scatter. Mean coercivities are variable, but high (Figure 5a), and

large direction changes occur during demagnetization (Figure 5b). Samples from all four

sites yield transitional directions after demagnetization and, in same cases, application of

rcmagnetization circles.

of the total 62 sites sampled, 2 sites were excluded from further consideration due to

large (ags >209 within-site scatter after extensive magnetic cleaning. ‘Ilm-mal

dcmagn~ization of selected cores from the entire data set confirms the trends and directions
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. seen on AI; demagnctizat  ion, but does not aid in identifying primary directions in the

scattered sites. None of the site data arc corrcctcd  for regional tilt, given that the $ervillcta

}Iasalt shows only a negligible eastward dip of 0.4° (J.ipman and Mehn@ 1979; IMngm ct

al., 1984).

Mean magnetic dimtions of the 60 sites that gave stable directions arc plotted in IJigure

6, with site data and statistics given in Table 1, Sites 54,55, 55A, 55B and 15 have

intermediate dirtxtions and are not included in the calculations of the mean “1’PVP direction.

The mean dinxtions of the different rock types arc all similar at the 95% confidence level,

although the small number of sites for all but the $crvilleta Basalt result in large confidence

limits. Data from reversed sites are inverted to calculate the mean which is 1=49.3°,

1>356.7° and a9s=3.6° (Vigure 7). Ten of the eleven flows reported by Ozima et al,

(1%7) from the l>unn Bridge site (in the Rio Grandc gorge northwest of Taos) yield a

mean direction of 1=48.5° and IE354.70,  with agS=7.4°. The mean directions from this

study are similar to expected directions (1=53.4° and D=357.3°) calculated for this latitude

frum a mean pole for North America in the late Tcatiary, determined by Brown and

Golombek (1985), As suggested by Miocene data from the High Lava Plahs of Oregon

and the Columbia River Basdts (Mankirwn et al., 1987), the geocentic axial dipole can be

used as a reference field for rocks this young. Por the latitude of the Taos Plateau an

inclination of 56.4” and declination of O“ is indicated, also in good agreement with the

observed data.
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REVERSA1 A AND HXCURS1ONS

Ch7daions  of Vokxmic  UniLs

Correlations were made bctwccn the magnetic directions of Scrvillcta Basalt sections in

the Rio Grandc gorge and field and geochernically defined stratigraphic sequences (Ilungan

et al., 1984). “l’he southern gorge location of this study (sites 40-51, Piguw 2; “Southern

Gorge”, Figure 8) coincides with “section 4“ of Dungan cl al. (1984). The Garapata

Canyon location (sites 52-59, Figure 2; Figure 8) is identical to their section 10. The

l>unn Bridge site (Ozima et al., 1967; OA in Figure 2) is located midway between these two

locations. Higure 8 is a compilation of data illustrating Scrvillcta basalt stratigraphy

(Dungan et al., 1984), magnetic polarities (this study; Ozima et al., 1%7) and K-Ar

radiometric dates (Ozima et al., 196? Mankinen and Dalrymplc, 1979). An attempt was

made to quantitatively correlate magnetic directions in these flows using the technique of

Rogue and C= (1981). Although a few individual flow$ which already had identical

directions, did correlated with this method, the entire sequences proved to be unreliable.

This was due not to the fact that the directions arc actually differen~ but rather to the fiict

that large within site variances made the statistics inconclusive. As a result the correlations

discussed here are based entirely on polarity.

In the southern gorge scction,Dungan c1 al. (1984) have identified the three pacbges

(I .S11, MSB, and USF3) using geochemistry and stratigraphic locations. All paleomagnetic

sites in the lower and middle part of the swtion, as well as the lowermost USB have

reversed polarity. ~le upper part of the US13S, representing the top of the gorge sections

and flows covering the nearby platw,  yield normal polarities (Figure 8).

“Ilw sequence in Garapata Canyon reveals strikingl y dissimilar magnetic directions from

the predominantly reversed section at the southern gorge. Using gcochemcial data Dungan
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ct al (1984) identified the lower most part of the section to be LSB, with a small sequence

(three flows) of MSB above. ‘Nw section then contains a lmge sedimentary uni~ followed

by only one USB flow capping the sequence. The lowermost two flows in the section am

normal, followed by 4 flows with transitional directions. The three overlying flows of the

MSBS are. again all normal polarity, as is the top flow.

‘l’he polarity data fi-om Dunn Bridge (Oz,inlfi ct al., 1%7) correlate with the results from

the southern gorge section. The same reversed polarity for flows in the lower and middle

part of the section is seen, with the only nomlal polarities observed at the top of the section

(Figure 8). Ikre is some uncertainty and confusion concerning the specific sampling

locations at IMnn Bridge and their relationship to a fault (down to the west] which

intersects the gorge a t Dunn Bridge. “l”his, with the lack of gcochcmcial data on this

section, makes diwt correlation between polarities and stratigmphy difl]cult.

Although our southern gorge data agree with the Dunn Bridge data (Ozima et al., 1967),

the I AXIS and MSBS with reversed polarities at both these localities do not correlate with

the normal and transitional directions at Garapata Canyon. This discrepancy could bc due to

the fact that lava ftows do not represent an unintcrruptcdj  continuous record of the earth’s

magnetic field. Or, the flow units in the Taos plateau wuld be much more restricted in

arcal extent than previously though~ and these sections sample lava packages scpmte in

space and time.

Potassium-argon dates for samples from the $ervilleta Basalt in and near the Rio @-ande

gorge (Ozima ct al., 1967, cmocted using Dalrymple, 1979; Mankinen and Dalrymple,

1979; Baldridgc et al., 1980) range fmm 4.67 to 3.72 Ma This suggests an emplacement

time fdr the entire central Rio Grandc gorge sequence of mwghly 1.0 my. The dates fall

within the Gilbert Reverse&Polarity Chron, a period of predominantly reversed polarity

with numerous subchmns of normal polarity (Manklncn and Dalrymple, 1979). Dungan et

al. (1984) suggest that the flow packages were deposited in spurts of several hundnxt years

duration with much longer periods of inactivity in bctwexi based on geochemical
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. similarities and thicknesses of interbcdded sediments. Therefore, large portions of the

magnetic polarity time scale may not have been recorded by the Scrvilleta Basalt, and

although some flows correlate chcmicall y, they may represent different polarity intervals.

Gmqxm  (lmyon Excursion

The transitional directions of the four 1 All flows in Garapata Canyon describe an

excursion of the magnetic field. Sites 52 and 56, below and above the Wmsitional sites, arc

both normal and behave as typical SBS with little change in direction during

dctnagnctization. The tmnsitional flows have lower intensities (by an order of magnitude)

and relativcl y complex demagnetization curves (Figure 5b). The high median destructive

fields (Figure 5a), linear decay of the demagnetization vector end-points, and within-site

stability indicate that the component isolated above 20 mT dcmagnclization is a stable

primary direction,

“Ile inclinations and declinations for the Gampata Canyon sites (flows 52-58, Figure

8) are listed in Table 1. The lowermost flows (and lowest flows exposed in this artm) have

normal polarities. Continuing along a great circle path and stmtigraphically up section,

there is an increase in declination, a shallowing of inclination and a &crease in intensity.

As the excursion proceeds, there is a return to normal polarity along a great circle path at

steeper inclinations and an incrase in intensities to the original levels. PIOWS 57 and 58 arc

separated fmm the transition flows by a thin soil horizon, but they lie directly along the

great circle path of the return to normal polarity and a~ therefore, considered to be part of

the excursion. This can be seen in Pigum 9a where the Garapata Canyon section data are

projected down the mean axial dipole field direction for the site latitude (e.g. Hoffman,

1984). The data describe a well defined excursion with a slight degree of near-sidcdncss.

Figure 9b, a global projection of the virtual geomagnetic poles (VGPS) of the Garapata

excursion, shows the largest departurv of VGPS from geographic north is rcachti at
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latitu& 22° south and longitude 320° eas~ on the cast coast of South America. It is

intcrsting to note that this location conicidcs with one of two global “cluster patches” of

transitional directions identified by Hoffman (1992). Data from both complete reversals

and excursions show a preference for these positions, indicating the possible inftuence of

the lower mantle on the core dynamo (Hoffman, 1992). General correlation to the dates

from Dunn Bridge (Ckzirna et al., 1967) places the excursion observed herein the Gilbert

Chron, but further refinement of age is not possible with the available data.

inclination Anomaly and Pakmt?cu!ar  Varialion

Using the mean inclination (49.3°) for the TPVF, an inclination anomaly (dI) of -6.7° is

obtained between the obsmved inclination and the inclination expected from the geocentric

axial dipole. Late Quaternary studies at similar latitude from California and Tennessee yield

dl values of -5.5° and -3.9°, respectively (1 rend, 1985). ‘llese data points agree at the

95% level with worldwide averaged results for the past 5 my. by Lee (1983, as reported in

Merrill and McF.lhinny, 1983). ~lis analysis distinguished between normal and reversed

polarity information; if only normal sites from the TPVF are used, a di of -10,7° is

obtained, which is statistically significant from the global data. Only a very small part of

this low value is possibly due to tectonic tilting in the southern part of the plateau (W

discussion below), because normal sites predominate in the northern part of the sampling

area, where little or no shallowing has ocxwrcd.

Angular dispersion of the VGPS of the TPVF, excluding the 5 excursion sites, was

calculated using standard mehds. As reported in Table 2, the angular standard deviation

for the TPVF, calcualted with respect to the geographic axis, is 16.3°, with upper and

lower 95% errors of 18.9° and 14.4°, mspcctivcly (tix, 1969). This observed VGP

scatter is similar to that predicted by the most recent model comparing secular variation to

latitude. Model G (McI~adden et al., 1988) provides a variation of VGP scatter with
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. respect to latitude dependent on the cxmtributions of the dipole and quadruple families.

This curve is shown in Figure 10 fit to averaged global data for the past 5 m.y.(McFadden

et al., 1988) along with the VGP dispersion fbr the Taos data. Other published angular

standard deviations for area$ in North America at similar latitudes are given in ‘J’able 2.

‘J’hese include anomalously low paleosccular variation recorded for the western United

States (J)oell and Cox, 1972; Wt.JSl, Table 2) and Andexson Pond, ‘J’ennesscc  (J .und,

1985; Al’J’, Table 2), but both these studies deal only with late Quarternary data. Data on

lava flows in eastcm Arimna younger than 2.1 Ma yield a dispersion of 18.0° (Castro et

al., 1985; AZ, Table 2), grwiter than expected from the model.. A compilation of western

lJnitcd States data spanning the last 5 my. (McFilhinny and Merrill, 1975; WUS2, Table 2)

yields an angular dispersion in C1OSC agreement with that predicted by model G.

The observations that dJ is low, but palcmccular variation for the TPVF is as expectd,

is not inconsistent. As noted by 1.und (1985), these two phenomena do not have to be

generated by the same processes, and can bc considered in&pcndcnt. It is also well

known that “spot” readings of the magnetic field, as represented by dl or PaJeosecular

variation, may be spurious (Merrill and McJ31hinny, 1983). However, consistent data over

a regional area and averaged over millions of years suggests that variations of the non-

dipole field may be much more complex than presently supposed (J3mvn and CaWo,

1987).

TFi~ONJC ROTATJONS

In an effort to investigate tic tectonic behavior of the southern San Luis basin during the

last 5 my. mean inclination and declination for the TPVF were each compamd to the

expcctd inclination and dcdination. Changes in declination from the expected declination

can be viewed as rotations (horizontal movements around a vertical axis). Flattening,
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changes in the inclination mmparal to the expected inclination, represent a north-south

translation (Bmk, 1980), or tilt around a horizontal axis.

Using a North American referen~ pole for the late Tertiary dctcm~ined  by Brown and

Golombck (1985) and methods of Bock (1980) and Dcmarest (1983), the rotation and

flattening have been calculatti (’Table 3). ‘1’hc 55 non-excursion sites of the TPVJ: yield a

rotation of 0.6° t 5.6° and a flattening of 4. 1”* 4.10. These data indicate no rotation of the

TPVF; although to the south, the Espanola and Jcmez blocks may have been rotated

approximately 15° counterclockwise and clockwi~ respectively (Brown and Golombek,

1985; 1986).

Clmsidering all of the TPVF dam there is a small amount of flattening (4.1° 4-4. 1°),

but it is not statistically significant.. To test whether flattening is observable in localized

regions, the data were subdividul into geographic areas (north, mid and south TPVF, cast

and west TPVF). This grouping was also done to test the hypothesis of bowing of the

TPVF or downwarping of the southern plateau as proposed by Muehlbcrger (1 979) and

l)ungan ct al. (1984) due to recent NW-SE compassion fmm the overriding of the Picuris

Mountains at the plateau’s southeast corner. If thcm has been recent (less than 5 Ma)

arching of the plateau, the geometry of the magnetic directions, in relation to the tilting,

would require that the inclinations at sites on the northwest limb of an arch with a NE-

trending fold axis would steepen, and the inclinations on the southeast limb would bccomc

more shallow (e.g. Figure 11). Although the error bars on the flattening of the northern

and mid TPVF would indicate these are not significant, there is a definite trend from north

to south (Table 3).. The northern group have steepened slightly (-0.4° i 6.20), the mid

TPVF group reflect the mean flattening (4.2° f 6.20), and the southern group is shallower

than the mean, with a statistically significant flattening of 8.3° * 5.3°. A similar pattern of

tilting is seen in an east-west comparison, with the eastern half of the area indicating some

downwarping (flattening of 5.7° * 4.6°) and negligible tilt in the western half. These data

support the suggestion that the TPVH has acted as a stable buttress against which the
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Espanola block to its south has rotated. As a result, the Picuris Mountains, which

comprise the Espanola block’s northeast comer, have been thrust up and over the TPVP’,

thereby downwarping the plateau at its southern end. It appears that for this compression

to omur, the rate of extension across the southern Taos graben, the recently active sub-

basin of the San 1,uis basin, must be less that the rate of rotation or westward tmnslation of

the northern comer of the Fkpanola block. If the rate of rotation or western translation of

the northern Espanola block wem less than the extension in the southern San Luis basin

near the Embudo fault, no compression and uplift would occur. Evidence suggests some

compression across the southwestern Embudo fault (Aldrich, 1986), which could be due to

convergence from the clockwise rotation (Figure 11) of the Jemez block (Brown and

Golombek, 1985); it is not clear if the southwestern comer of the Taos Plateau and/or

Tusas Mountains have been similarly compressed.

Tle warping and lack of rotation of the TPVF show that it has acted as a stable buttress

to the rotation of the I@anola block to the south. The reason for rotation of crustal blocks

to the south, but not in the San Luis basin is not known, although we can speculate on

contributing factors. The long axis of the diamond-shaped Bspanola block strikes NE and

its bounding faults strike NE and NNF+ which are at a slight angle from pwpendicular to

the least principal horizmtal stress (&W) that has existed throughout the region for at least

the past 5 my. (7hack and 7~ck, 1989; I.ipman, 1981; l!bback et al., 1981; Golomtwk

et al,, 1983; Aldrich et al., 1986). ‘I%is oblique geometry could result in a component of

left slip along the Espancda block that could drive its obsetved counterclockwke rotation.

In contrast, the recently active portion of the southern San Luis basin (Taos graben) is

bounded by faults that strike more nearly due north, perpendicular to the least principal

horizontal stress (no component of strike slip), and so does not rotate. In addition, if

Kellcy’s model of north-shallowing basins that step to the right along en echelon relay

faults is correct, it could also contribute to the left slip (e.g., Kelley, 1979; 1982), Finally,

it is intemting to note that the clockwise rotated Jemcz block (adjacent to tic Colorado
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Plateau) lies in a different least principal horizontal stress field that is oriented

predominantly NW-SE (Aldrich et al., 1986), which could result in the clockwise rotation

as originall y suggested by Golombek et al. ( 1983) and elaborated upon b y Brown and

~OIOdlCk (1 985).

SUMMARY AND CONC] .USJONS

1. 533 samples were collected sixty-two sites in the Servilkta  Basalt, basaltic aruksitc,

andcsite, &cite, and rhyolite of the Taos Plateau volcanic field. Samples fiwn sixt y sites

yielded stable directions, and 55 were used to calculate a mczm direction for the TJWF of

1=49.3° and 11=356.7° (agS=3.6°).

2. Demagnetization behavior of samples from sites in the Rio Grande gorge and normal

polarity sites on the surface of the plateau is straightforward, with simple linear decay to the

origin. Reversed polarity samples from sites on the plateau surface show some

overprinting and considerably more scatter after demagnetization than the normal sites.

Samples from sites representing an excursion of the magnetic field show low intensities

and more complex demagnetization paths.

3. Thc magnetic directions of 4.7 to 3.6 Ma Servillcta basalts in the Rio Grande gorge

reflect normal, intermediate, and reversed polarities within the Gilbert Chron. The

magnctostratigraphy of flows in the southern gorge, Dunn Bridge, and Garapata Canyon

localities do not cm-elate, even though their geochemistry indicates similar packages of

flows. One explanation for thi is that the flows were implaccd in short time periods

(several hundreds of years) with longer intervals between eruptive events, and thus reflect

different magnetic polarity time periods.

4. Data for nine basalt flows in Garapata Canyon rrliect an excursion of the magnetic

field during a period of normal polarity. The fullest extent of the excursion is marked by a

virtual geomagnetic pole at 22° south latitude and shows a slight dcgme of near-sidcdncss.
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5. The inclination anomaly for the “1’lWIJ is -6.7°, agreeing with global data averaged

over the last 5.0 m. y. The angular di spcrsion of virtual geomagnetic poles from the TPVF

is 16.3°, similar to expeetcd val ucs from the current model for palcoseeular  variation,

6. Although rocks to the immediate south have been rotated both clockwise (Jemez

block) and counterclockwise (Iispanola block), the paleomagnetic data for the ‘1’PVl~

indicate no sign of rotation. (R= 0.6°3 5.60). It is su~estcd that the ‘l’PV}J has acted as a

stable buttress to the crustal blocks to the south.

7. ‘1’hc flattening of the magnetic inclinations in the ‘J’PVJ; is statistically insignifiwnt

(4. 103 4.10), but separation of the data reveals significant flattening in the southern (8.3° f

5.7°) and eastern (5.7° i 4.6°) parts of the plateau. ‘J’his finding agrees with downwarping

and bowing of the ‘1’lAW due to NW-S]+ compressional stresses created by the overriding

of the Picuris Mountains to the southeast. It also supports the concept of the southern San

1,uis basin and ‘1’PVH as a stable buttress and requires that the rate of extension across the

southern Taos gmbcn and San 1,uis basin be less than the rotation and westward translation

of the northern corner of the l;spanola block.
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/lGURli CA1’I’IONS

1 ;igure 1. Gencralimd geologic map of the northern Rio Grande rift, Ncw Mexicm. The

‘J’aos Plateau volcanic field lies within the southern San 1,uis Basin. Some important faults

within the rift are: the Mnbudo fault, } {I;; the Pajarito fault 74mc, PJ V.; the Picuri S-l]ecos

fault, P-PI;; the Tijcras-Clmoncito fault zone, ‘1’-(37.

};igurc 2. Generalized  geologic map of the “lTaos Plateau volcanic field, northern New

Mexieo. Numbered circles refer to paleomagnetic sites listed in Table 1. Patterns: dashed,

Miocene and earlier undifferentiated reeks; dotted, Servilleta Basalt; wavy, andesite;

vertieal lined, rhyolite NJ i-SW lined, daci@, NW-SE lined, xenoerystic basaltic andesite;

plain, Quarternary basin fill. OA refers to Dunn Bridge location of ozima et al. (1967).

Adapted from ].ipman and Mchncrt (1979).

l~igure 3. Vector end-point diagrams for typical flows of the %rvilleta Basalt exposed in

the Rio Grande gorge, showing both reversed (a) and normal (b) directions, with simple

decay curves and little overprinting. Closed circles are horizontal projections, open circles

are vertieal projection; numtx.m are altemat ing field demagnetization levels in m“]’.

Figure 4. Veetor end-point diagrams for units exposed on the surface of the Taos Plateau

for normal (a) and reversed (b) polarities, both showing viscous behavior below 30 mT.

Symbols as in IJigure 3.

l~igure 5. Demagncti7ation data on flows of tic Garapata Canyon excursion. 5a,

normalimd intensity plot for four samples, one each from the four excursion flows. 5b,

typical vector end-point diagram for sample from the excursion, symbols as in l~igure 3.
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Data shows high mean ctestructivc  fklds and considerable direction change during

dcnlagneti7ation.

l;igure 6, Stereographic projection of site mean data after dcn)agneti7ation for “J’PVF.

Opcn symbols arc projections on the upper hcmisphcrc,  closed symbols arc projections on

the lower hemisphere. Circles, assorkd units; squares, Scrvillcta basalts recording

excursion.

I:igure 7, Portion of stereographic projection comparing the mean direction for the ‘J’JWl/

(asterisk) to the exp.xted direction at this latitude (dot). ‘1’ick marks are 20°. Square is

mean for 1 Mm Bridge location of Ozima et al.( 1967). All means shown with circles of

confidence at the 95 % level.

ljigurc 8. Stratigraphic and magnctostratigraphic sections of Servillcta Basalts in the Rio

Grandc gorge. White, lava flows; stippled pattern, sediments and/or rubble mncs; dashed

pattern, alteration zones; N, normal polarity; R, reversed polarity; USB, MSB, 1,S11,

upper, middle, and lower Scrvilleta Basalt; numbers refer to paleomagnctic sites listwt in

‘l’able 1, Southern Gorge and Garapata strat igraphy and Servillcta  Basalt correlations from

l)ungan et al. (1984); Dunn Bridge stmtigmphy and polarity fi-om Ozima et al. (1967).

Radiometric dates from Ozima et al. (1967), corrected using ncw decay constants

(I}alrymplcj 1979).

l;igurc 9. Stereographic projections of Garapata C2myon excursion. a) plot of inclination

and declination, centercxt on axial dipole dircxtion for site (Hoffman, 1984), open symbols,

upper hemisphere; closed symbols, lower hemisphem.

date for excursion, star is mean pole for ‘J’PV}J data.

b) plot of virtual geomagnetic pole
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l~igure 10. Angular dispersion of virtual geomagnetic poles plottcxl with respect to latitude.

l}ispcrsion  of poles from the TPVJ~ (triangle) with 95 % confidence limits plotted on secular

vanat ion model G of Mc}~addcn  et al. (1988). Solid line is model G fit to averaged global

data 0-5.0 Ma (solid dots).

}~igurc 11. Schematic diagram of rotated and unrotated blocks in the Rio Grandc rifl,

northern Ncw Mexico. 1+3;, F,mbudo fault; P1 V,, Pajarito fault Zone, VG, Velardc Grabcn.

‘l’he Jcmcz block has rotated clmkwise,  the Hspanola block has rotated counterclockwise,

and the “J’PVIJ shows no rotation in the past 5 my. Counter-clockwise rotation of the

l;spanola block has caused convergence at its Nli corner (Picuris Uplift). ‘lhis

convergence has resulted in N W-SI; compression and thrust motion along tic end of the

Mnbudo fault, uplift and overriding of the Taos Plateau by the Picuris Mountains, and

downwarping of the southcm Taos Plateau.
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“1’ABLH 1. Magnetic Directions, Taos Plateau Volcanic Field
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‘1’PVI; MliAN

3/4 58.9 353.0 26.5 23 83.7 195 ‘3. . .

7/8 37.3 61.3 ) 0.4 (6.3,1 0.0 -5 1,-2) 80.3 295.4
8/8 4.7 -22 .7  161.9 103 30 -60.3 292.1
8/8 1.8 -57.5 166.2 115 -78.9 356.5
718 2.4 -47.6 175.8 H 428 -81.4 279.7

9/10 1.2 -6(L7 176.4 3.0 302 84.1 227.5

515 50.5 352.3 16.9 22 81.7 12.6.7

5516(I 49.3 356.7 3.6 29 83.1 98.9

53.4 357.3 3.5 86.5 114.7

lxit and 1,ong, north latitude and east longitude, in degrees, of each site location
N, number of samples (sites) used in calculations: number of samples (sites) measured or, number from

direct observations / number from remagnetiz.ation circles, / total number measured
JNRM, Mean intensity of all samples measured for NRM, in A/m
1 and D, mean inclination, positive downward, and decimation, east of north, in degrees
ags, radius of cone of 95% confidence around mean direction
k, precision parameter (Fisher, 1953), precision parameter for mixed sites from McFadden and

Mcl.ilhinny (1988)
(,), ~ran~etcrs for Bi~gham statistics (Onstott,  1980), determined using  rcmagnctization circles
Pl,A and 1’1.0, pole latltude, positive northward, and pole longitude, eastward, in degrees

*, transitional directions not included in mean calculations
‘, expected direction from reference pole of Brown and Golombek (1985), calculated for latitude of

TPV1 ;
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Table 2. Paleosaxlar variation. Western United States

Site 1 at N Sf Su S1 Age Rcf

AZ 34.0 46 18.0 21.1 15.7 <2.1 6
‘l”PVIJ 36.5 52 16.3 18.9 14.4 1.8-4.7 1
WUS2. 37.0 76 16.3 18.4 14.7 <5.() 3
Alyl’ 37.0 11.6 12.8 10.6 <().()2 4
Wus] 38.0 21 12.5 15.9 10.3 <().7 2
Sv 38.5 25 18.5 23.1 15.4 3-8 5

1 at, degrees north latitude; N, number of sites; Sf, angular dispersion of VW} data, in
degrees; Su and S1, upper and lower 95% m-or limits (Cox, 1969); Age, millions of years;
AZ, Springcrville  Volcanic J ~icld, Arizona, (6), Castro et al., 1985; ‘1’PVF, Taos l’latcau
Volcanic Fic]d, (1 ) this study; WUS2, Western United States, (3), McElhinny and
Merrill, 1975; A}T, Anderson Pond, ‘J’cnncssec, (4), I rend, 1985; WUS 1, Western United
States, (2), Doe]] and Cox, 1972; SV, Sonoma Volcanics, California, (5), Mankincn,
1989.
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TABLE 3. Flattening and Rotations, Taos Plateau Volcanic Field

1.OCA’1’JON N 1 1) ags 1’ dI; R dR

‘]T}>v]; M]~AN 5 5 49.3 356.7 3.6 4.1 -0.6 5.6
N’J’}zV]: 18 53.8 357.9 6.8 -::: 6.2 0.6 9.8
M’]’l)V]; 18 49.2 356.5 6.8 4.2 6.2 -0.3 9.0
S“]’pvp 19 45.1 355.9 5.5 8.3 5.3 -1.4 7.2
];] ’pv}( 32 47.7 356.9 4.4 5.7 4.6 -0.4 6.2
w’]’pvJi 23 51.5 356.4 6.3 1.9 5.8 -0.9 8.8
1 ixl’1 ;C’1’lil) 53.4 357.3 3.5

N’l’PVJ;, M’l’l)VJ~, S1’PVF, liTPVJ~, and W’1’PVJ: are collations of sites in this study
subdivided into north, middle and south, and again into east and west on geographic
location; l; and R, flattening and rotation with respect to the expected direction; dli and
dk, errors corresponding to 1; and R calculated using equations in W-own and Golombck
(1985) with error corrections as in Dcmarest (1983).
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